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Two texts 

To be encoded to present text and image/surface

What kind of support is required for the naive academic to do this?



How to present text and image as part of a research 
project
Two texts 

One has image of original text + transcription into German + translation to English

One has numerous page images corresponding to a single page of text

Initial planning suggested TEI as the means to encode and maintain relationships 
between encoded text and images

Choice of TEI for the first, HTML for the second



Text 1: Otto Rank 

A handwritten German text (Birgit Lang), adding transcript, notes, and a translation

Attempted using TEI XML  

300 page handwritten unfinished transcription in MS Word of the original manuscript

The process of encoding in TEI facilitated the paper version

Uses TEI Publisher
IIIF server (should be a university-supported service, but ours is ad-hoc)
LaTeX 
Django
Minio
Cantaloupe
Python
XSLT   ODD
Overleaf



ODD—One 
document does it all

Facsimiles

https://teipublisher.com

HTML TEI



Django using TEI Publisher components



Mirador IIIF viewer



TEI XML to LaTeX to PDF



PDF resulting from the process



Named entities as a source for index



Text 2

The set of manuscripts from 1914 contain some 8,000 words in a number of versions, up to 11 
versions of some parts; genealogies about South Efate, Vanuatu, and some customary stories

Stored as microfilm in UC San Diego, digital images made available for this work, permission 
given by the library and by the copyright holder

Original : John Willoughby Layard Papers, 1897 - 1974 (MSS 84): Notes re: villages of Pango, 
Oba, Vila and Eretap, [reel 38, frame 0101] Box 51 Folder 1-3. also 
https://library.ucsd.edu/speccoll/findingaids/mss0084.html

Thieberger, Nick (ed). 2021. John Willoughby Layard: Notes re villages of Pango, Vila and 
Eretap. Online resource: https://rebrand.ly/LayardEfate.

https://library.ucsd.edu/speccoll/findingaids/mss0084.html
https://rebrand.ly/LayardEfate


Example 2. Layard

The set of manuscripts contain some 8,000 words in a number of versions, up to 
11 versions of some parts; genealogies from Pango, Erakor, and Eratap; some 
texts



Note: only content is included, no consideration of page location 
or orientation of text



HTML rendering of Layard 

8 page images related to this text



https://web.archive.org/web/20220519141835/https://nthieberger.net/Layard/LayardCombined.html



Various TEI solutions investigated

Desiderata:

- basic encoding and presentation of text and images

- technology that needs minimal maintenance



Reviewers suggested we look at these options

CETEIcean [CETEIcean is a Javascript library , not clear how that should be used]

Ed. A Jekyll Theme for Minimal Editions [Suggests “The Command Line Crash Course”].

Ediarium [To install Ed locally you need a contemporary Ruby environment up and running]

eLaborate [can't find it]

FairCopy [local TEI editor, unclear how it exports to a static site]

LEAF-Writer: create in TEI, export to html [Still needs a site, links to media. "This version of LEAF-Writer uses the 
GitHub and Gitlab repositories for document storage, versioning, and sharing. To take advantage of these 
features, you need to be logged into a GitHub or Gitlab account. In addition, you can open documents by 
pasting an XML or uploading a file from your computer. You can also download the file directly to your device. 
Optionally, you can use LEAF-Writer without any external account, in which case you will only be able to load 
from and save to your computer.]



Reviewers suggested we look at these options

TEI Publisher: We used TEI Publisher in BL’s project, as described above

TEITOK ["Warning: include(): Failed opening 'paleo/AHNE63751401.html' for inclusion 
(include_path='.:/usr/share/php:..') in /www/htdocs/w0196d38/cartas-de-ultramar.net/visualizar.php on line 48"]

TEIViewer [last updated 2008]

TextGrid [goes in a loop in authentication, can’t get it to actually start]



Reviewers suggested we look at these options

Textual Communities [couldn’t upload files to sandbox]

TXM (corpus development)

TEI Boilerplate
Download the TEI Boilerplate files, and host the src directory on a web server.

The simplest way to use TEI Boilerplate (TEIBP) is simply to add your TEI files to the src/content directory of TEI 
Boilerplate and include the following xml-stylesheet processing instruction at the top of your TEI documents, after the 
XML declaration and before the root <TEI> element:

<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xsl" href="teibp.xsl"?>

You may then access your TEI files from a modern browser and see the resulting styled document.

http://github.com/TEI-Boilerplate/TEI-Boilerplate


Conclusions

Two examples that show:

– TEI has more affordances than HTML, but has requirements for tech support – how to 
balance these?

– reliance on a tech team is required for a TEI project, if the scholar has specialisation in 
their subject area but not in technology

– tools require ongoing maintenance, if they even work to begin with, and this creates a 
dependency on what is usually a small team or an individual who has created the tool

– this all means we should be very cautious in promoting the use of TEI in the absence of 
local tech support


